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FOR THOSE WHO WANT THEIR CHAIR IN PEACE
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Freedom of movement and comfort. The self-adjusting RelActive backrest, which
is available in both High and Medium versions, with ZenXit integrated with
the foam padding makes for an ergonomic work chair with particularly good
support and relief. The elbow-joint function provides essentially perfect
balance when correctly adjusted for the user’s weight. It stops and balances
your body in the exact position you choose.
The seat has a soft, rounded waterfall front that minimises the risk of pinching
nerves and blood vessels behind the knee. The seat also has a gel membrane
that reduces the effect of shearing, the tendency to slide forward, and further
improves weight distribution.
• Tilt resistance can be adjusted to match the user’s weight • The tilt mechanism
moves about 17° backwards and 4° forwards • Backrest available in two
versions, High and Medium • The backrest is freely height adjustable and
can be freely angled • The seat height is freely adjustable • Six-position
seat depth adjustment within a range of 8 cm • Certified for 24 hours of use
• As standard the chair is fitted with castor wheels for soft floors, a black
base and a polyether foam seat with LiquiCell membrane.

specifications
System
Tilt
Tilt range
Seat height
Seat depth setting
Backrest setting
Backrest incline
Seat
Backrest High
Backrest Medium
Chair base

RelActive
Knne joint tilt
17° backwards, 4° forwards
approx 45-55 cm
6 positions / 8 cm
8 positions /approx 10 cm
Variable
D: 46 cm, W: 47 cm
H: 61 cm, W: 42 cm
H: 49 cm, W: 41 cm
72 cm diameter

1.

The spring system in the
backrest suits 95% of all users
without the slightest adjustments.
This ability to adapt means you
recieve unsurpassed support and
relief, which makes it easy for your
muscles to relax.
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The adjustable headrest is
an optional accessory that
relieves head and neck muscles.
Perfect for those who like to use the
chair’s tilt function and to work in
a reclined position now and then.

3.

Medium backrest with extremely
high comfort level. Fort those
who prefer a slightly smaller backrest.

accessories
Castors for hard floors
Gaslift
Polished chair base
Pascal by DUX seat
Jointed neckrest
Armrests
Tilt blocker

The aluminium base is available in two models - polished
and black (painted). To keep your
chair mobile, you can also choose
castors that suit your workplace
floor. Soft castors for hard floors
and hard casors for soft floors.

Armrests can offer comfort to
those who wish to vary their
work posture. Malmstolen offers
several different armrests among its
accessories. All armrests are height
adjustable and easily attached and
removed. Moreover, ErgoFlex also
features depth adjustment and can
be rotated 25° inwards.

Yes
Higher / Lower
Yes
Yes
Yes
Corona / CoronaPlus / ErgoFlex
Yes
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